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SOP 11—Exemptions 

A. Introduction 

Catastrophic health insurance plansi have low monthly premiums and very high deductibles. They may be an 
affordable way for consumers to protect themselves from worst-case scenarios, like getting seriously sick or 
injured. But consumers with Catastrophic coverage pay most routine medical expenses themselves. Consumers 
age 30 and older must apply for a hardshipii or affordabilityiii exemption through the Marketplace and obtain an 
Exemption Certificate Number (ECN) if they wish to purchase Catastrophic coverage through the Marketplace. 
Exhibit 1 describes the hardship and affordability exemptions. 

Exhibit 1 – Marketplace Exemptions for Catastrophic Coverage 

Exemption Description 

Hardship This exemption applies to consumers facing life situations that keep them from obtaining 
health insurance, including the following, for at least the month before, the month or 
months during which, and the month after the specific event or circumstance: 

• Homelessness; 
• Eviction or foreclosure; 
• Receiving a utility shut-off notice; 
• Fire, flood, or other disaster;  
• Bankruptcy; 
• Being a victim of domestic violence; 
• Death of a family member; 
• Having medical expenses they couldn’t pay; 
• Experiencing unexpected increases in necessary expenses due to caring for an ill, 

disabled, or aging family member; 
• Claiming a child as a tax dependent who’s been denied coverage for Medicaid and 

the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) and another person is required by 
court order to give medical support to the child;  

• As a result of an eligibility appeals decision, being determined eligible for 
enrollment in a health plan through the Marketplace, lower costs on your monthly 
premiums, or cost-sharing reductions for a time period when you weren’t enrolled 
in a qualified health plan through the Marketplace; or 

• Not being eligible for Medicaid because their state did not expand Medicaid and 
the household income was below 138 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL).  

For a full list of life situations that may qualify consumers for a hardship exemption, visit 
HealthCare.gov/health-coverage-exemptions/hardship-exemptions. 

https://www.healthcare.gov/health-coverage-exemptions/hardship-exemptions/
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Exemption Description 

Marketplace 
Affordability 

Marketplace coverage is considered unaffordable if the lowest-priced Bronze-level plan 
available through a Marketplace would cost more than 8.17 percent (2023) of the 
consumer’s projected household income at the beginning of a plan year.  

Job-based 
Affordability 

Job-based health insurance is considered unaffordable in different ways depending on how 
the coverage is offered: 

• For an employee: If the annual premium for the lowest-cost self-only plan (a plan 
that covers only the employee and not members of the employee’s family) is more 
than 8.09 percent (2023) of their annual household income. 

• For the employee’s spouse and dependents: If the annual premium for the lowest-
cost family plan is more than 8.09 percent (2023) of their annual household 
income.  

Notes:  

1. It’s possible that an employee won’t be eligible for this exemption because the 
self-only plan available to them is affordable. But other members of the household 
could be eligible for this exemption if family coverage offered to them is 
unaffordable.  

2. If the lowest-price self-only plan an employer offers costs more than 9.12 percent 
(2023) of an employee’s total household income, the employee may be eligible for 
a premium tax credit if they buy a Marketplace insurance plan. 

Consumers under age 30 do not need to claim an exemption or obtain an ECN if they wish to purchase 
Catastrophic coverage; if the consumer is otherwise eligible, Catastrophic health plan options will display when 
the consumer shops for coverage through the Marketplace. For more information on Catastrophic health plans, 
visit HealthCare.gov/choose-a-plan/catastrophic-health-plans. For more information on hardship and 
affordability exemptions, visit HealthCare.gov/health-coverage-exemptions/forms-how-to-apply. 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 11 provides guidance on how to assist consumers with applying for 
hardship and affordability exemptions and purchasing Catastrophic coverage. 

B. Procedures 

1. Applying for a Hardship Exemption to Purchase Catastrophic Coverage 

To assist consumers with applying for a hardship exemption and obtaining an ECN, complete the following steps. 

https://www.healthcare.gov/choose-a-plan/catastrophic-health-plans/
https://www.healthcare.gov/health-coverage-exemptions/forms-how-to-apply/
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Step 1. Direct consumers to HealthCare.gov/exemption-form-instructions and instruct them to download and 
fill out the Marketplace hardship exemption application. 

Step 2. Explain to consumers the different sections of the hardship exemption application.   

a. In Step 1 of the hardship exemption application, consumers input their name, address, phone 
number, preferred language, and other personal information, as shown in Exhibit 2. 

Exhibit 2 – Hardship Exemption Application: Step 1 

 

b. In Step 2 of the hardship exemption application, consumers input the required information, 
including the specific hardship event(s) and information about members of the applicant’s tax 
household (e.g., date of birth, Social Security Number (SSN), demographic information), as shown 
in Exhibit 3.   

https://www.healthcare.gov/exemption-form-instructions/
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Exhibit 3 – Hardship Exemption Application: Step 2 
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c. In Step 3 of the hardship exemption application, consumers should review the information 
provided, confirm that the answers they provided are accurate, and sign their application, as 
shown in Exhibit 4. 

Exhibit 4 – Hardship Exemption Application: Step 3 

d. In Step 4 of the hardship exemption application, consumers should review the instructions for 
mailing their completed application and supporting documents, if any. Instructions for appealing an 
exemption decision and information about Catastrophic coverage are also included. Refer to 
Exhibit 5 below.  
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Exhibit 5 – Hardship Exemption Application: Step 4  

 

  

Step 3. Instruct consumers to mail their Marketplace hardship exemption applications and any supporting 
documents to:  

Health Insurance Marketplace®iv

Attn: Exemption Processing  
465 Industrial Blvd.  
London, KY 40741 

Step 4. Explain to consumers the next steps in the exemption application process: 

a. The Marketplace will review the exemption application and determine consumers’ eligibility for an 
exemption. If the Marketplace cannot verify the consumer’s eligibility for a hardship exemption, 
the Marketplace will notify the consumer of the inconsistency. The consumer will be given 90 days 
from the date the notice is sent to provide additional information supporting their eligibility for a 
hardship exemption. 

b. The Marketplace will mail consumers a notice of the exemption eligibility result. If consumers are 
granted an exemption, the Marketplace notice will include a unique ECN for each member of their 
tax household who was granted an exemption.   
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Step 5. Explain to consumers that they should read and understand the notice and keep the notice in a safe 
place because they will be required to enter their ECN on their Marketplace application to view 
Catastrophic health plans. Catastrophic health plans will not display in Plan Compare until these 
consumers enter a valid ECN. Consumers can also call the Marketplace Call Center at 1-800-318-2596 
(TTY: 1-855-889-4325) for assistance with shopping for a plan if they’re interested in purchasing 
coverage. 

2. Applying for an FFM Affordability Exemption to Purchase Catastrophic Coverage 

To assist consumers with applying for a Federally-facilitated Marketplace (FFM) affordability exemption and 
obtaining an ECN, complete the following steps. Note that this affordability exemption application is for states 
that use an FFM and for states with State-based Exchanges on the Federal Platform; states that use a State-
based Marketplace (SBM) using its own platform use a different affordability exemption application available at 
HealthCare.gov/exemption-form-instructions. 

Step 1. Direct consumers to HealthCare.gov/exemption-form-instructions and instruct them to download and 
fill out the FFM affordability exemption application.  

Step 2. Explain to consumers the different sections of the FFM affordability exemption application 

a. In Step 1 of the FFM affordability exemption application, consumers input their name, address, 
phone number, preferred language, and other personal information, as shown in Exhibit 6. 

https://www.healthcare.gov/exemption-form-instructions/
https://www.healthcare.gov/exemption-form-instructions/
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Exhibit 6 – FFM Affordability Exemption Application: Step 1 

 

b. In Step 2 of the FFM affordability exemption application, consumers input information about their 
tax household, health coverage, and employment as well as their projected income and 
deductions, as shown in Exhibit 7.  
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Exhibit 7 – FFM Affordability Exemption Application: Step 2 
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c. In Step 3 of the FFM affordability exemption application, consumers must provide proof of their 
yearly income, as shown in Exhibit 8. The application provides a list of acceptable documents to 
prove different income types.   
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Exhibit 8 – FFM Affordability Exemption Application: Step 3 

 

d. In Step 4 of the FFM affordability exemption application, consumers should review the statements 
provided, answer the question on any incarcerated household members, and sign their application, 
as shown in Exhibit 9.   
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Exhibit 9 – FFM Affordability Exemption Application: Step 4 

 

  

e. In Step 5 of the FFM affordability exemption application, consumers should review the instructions 
for mailing their completed application and next steps. Instructions for appealing an exemption 
decision and information about Catastrophic coverage are also included. Refer to Exhibit 10 below.  
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Exhibit 10 – FFM Affordability Exemption Application: Step 5 

Step 3. Instruct consumers to mail their FFM affordability exemption application and any supporting 
documents to: 

Health Insurance Marketplace® 
Attn: Exemption Processing  
465 Industrial Blvd.  
London, KY 40741 

Step 4. Explain to consumers the next steps in the exemption application process: 

a. The Marketplace will review the exemption application and determine consumers’ eligibility for an 
exemption. If the Marketplace cannot verify the consumer’s eligibility for an affordability 
exemption, the Marketplace will notify the consumer of the inconsistency. The consumer will be 
given 90 days from the date the notice is sent to provide additional information supporting their 
eligibility for an affordability exemption.

b. The Marketplace will mail consumers a notice of the exemption eligibility result. If consumers are 
granted an exemption, the Marketplace notice will include a unique ECN for each member of their 
tax household who was granted an exemption.
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Step 5. Explain to consumers that they should read and understand the notice and keep the notice in a safe 
place because the ECN will be required on their Marketplace application to view Catastrophic health 
plans. Catastrophic health plans will not display in Plan Compare until these consumers enter a valid 
ECN. Consumers can also call the Marketplace Call Center at 1-800-318-2596 (TTY: 1-855-889-4325) 
for assistance with shopping for a plan if they’re interested in purchasing coverage.  

C. Assister Tips 

1. To help consumers with selecting and enrolling in a Marketplace plan, proceed to SOP 8 – Compare, 
Save, & Select Health Plans. 

2. If consumers do not receive an exemption and want help applying for health coverage, proceed to SOP 
5 – Apply for Health Coverage. 

3. For more help answering consumers’ specific questions, refer to Appendix A: Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQs) related to SOP 11 – Exemptions. 

  

https://marketplace.cms.gov/technical-assistance-resources/sop-section-8.pdf
https://marketplace.cms.gov/technical-assistance-resources/sop-section-8.pdf
https://marketplace.cms.gov/technical-assistance-resources/sop-section-5.pdf
https://marketplace.cms.gov/technical-assistance-resources/sop-section-5.pdf
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Appendix A: Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

The FAQs below are designed to help assisters answer consumers’ specific questions about consumer 
exemptions through the Individual Marketplace. 

FAQ 1. What is a Catastrophic health plan? 

o Answer: Catastrophic health plans have low monthly premiums and very high deductibles. They 
may be an affordable way to protect yourself from worst-case scenarios, like getting seriously 
sick or injured. But you pay most routine medical expenses yourself. 

FAQ 2. Can I purchase and enroll in a Catastrophic health plan? 

o Answer: If you’re under 30, you can enroll in a Catastrophic health plan whether you have an 
exemption or not. If you’re 30 or older, you can enroll in a Catastrophic health plan only if you 
qualify for a hardship or affordability exemption. You must submit a hardship or affordability 
exemption application and get an Exemption Certificate Number. You’ll find out the 
Catastrophic health plans available to you when you apply online at HealthCare.gov or with the 
help of a Marketplace Call Center representative when you call 1-800-318-2596 (TTY: 1-855-889-
4325). 

FAQ 3. What type of exemption do I need to purchase Catastrophic coverage? 

o Answer: You must apply for a hardship or affordability exemption through the Marketplace and 
receive an Exemption Certificate Number. Note that the affordability exemption application is 
for states that use an FFM and states that use State-based Marketplaces on the Federal Platform 
(SBM-FP). States that use a State-based Marketplace (SBM) using its own platform use a 
different affordability exemption application available at HealthCare.gov/exemption-form-
instructions. 

FAQ 4. When will I know if the Marketplace approved my exemption application? 

o Answer: For exemptions processed by a Marketplace on the Federal platform, the Marketplace 
will mail you a notice with your exemption eligibility result. The Marketplace response time 
depends on several things, including how complicated your request is, how complete your 
application is, and whether you need to submit documents after you apply. To speed up the 
process, submit any required documents with your exemption application. Check that you’ve 
answered all questions and provided all information before you put it in the mail. If you receive 
a letter or a phone call asking for more information, provide it as soon as possible.  

FAQ 5. Can I appeal an exemption decision? 

o Answer: Yes. If you don’t agree with an exemption decision, you can file a Marketplace appeal. 
For more information on filing a Marketplace appeal, visit HealthCare.gov/marketplace-appeals. 

FAQ 6. When does my exemption end?  
o Answer: Consumers may reference their exemption notice for further information. Consumers 

should note that most exemptions will end at the end of the plan year; thus, consumers will need 
to re-apply for an exemption each year in most cases.  

https://www.healthcare.gov/
https://www.healthcare.gov/exemption-form-instructions/
https://www.healthcare.gov/exemption-form-instructions/
https://www.healthcare.gov/marketplace-appeals/
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Appendix B: Support Resources 

If consumers require assistance that is outside of assister activities, refer consumers to other organizations and 
resources as appropriate. Exhibit 11 provides a list of external resources. 

Exhibit 11 – External Resources 

Resources Contact Information What does this resource do? How should consumers use this 
resource? 

Marketplace Call 
Center 

1-800-318-2596 
TTY: 1-855-889-4325 
(all languages 
available) 

The Marketplace Call Center 
provides assistance to 
consumers who need 
information or want to enroll in 
health coverage through an FFM 
or SBM-FP. 

• To get answers to 
questions while applying 
for health coverage using 
the online or paper 
application. 

• To apply for health 
coverage over the phone. 

HealthCare.gov HealthCare.gov This website allows consumers 
to access information about the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) and 
to enroll in health coverage 
through an FFM. 

• To find out about health 
coverage options available 
through an FFM or SBM-FP. 

• To apply for health 
coverage online. 

• To get real-time answers to 
questions using the online 
chat function. 

Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) 

IRS.gov This federal agency collects 
taxes from individuals and 
businesses in the U.S. 

• To learn more about the 
effects of the ACA on 
consumers’ tax returns. 

Medicaid Medicaid.gov This state-administered health 
insurance program is for low- 
income families and children, 
pregnant women, the elderly, 
people with disabilities, and in 
many states, other adults. The 
Federal Government provides a 
portion of the funding for 
Medicaid and sets guidelines for 
the program. States also have 
choices in how they design their 
program, so Medicaid varies 
state by state and may have a 
different name in each state. 

• To find answers to 
questions about health 
coverage through Medicaid 
and CHIP. 

• To get further information 
about their state’s 
Medicaid program and 
agency contact 
information. 

http://www.healthcare.gov/
http://www.irs.gov/
http://www.medicaid.gov/
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Resources Contact Information What does this resource do? How should consumers use this 
resource? 

Medicare Medicare.gov This federal program is run by 
CMS and provides health 
coverage to qualified individuals 
who are age 65 or older and/or 
have a disability. 

• To learn more about 
eligibility for Medicare or to 
apply for Medicare online. 

• To learn more about or 
make changes to existing 
Medicare benefits. 

Social Security 
Administration (SSA) 

SSA.gov This independent federal agency 
administers Social Security, a 
system that distributes financial 
benefits to retired or disabled 
people, their spouses, and their 
dependent children based on 
their reported earnings. 

• To learn more about 
available Social Security 
benefits for which 
consumers might be 
eligible. 

• To apply for a Social 
Security Number, which is 
necessary to apply for 
health coverage through 
the Marketplace (except 
for legal immigrants, who 
can provide a document 
number). 

 

 

 

i 45 CFR § 155.305(h) 
ii 26 USC 5000A(e)(5) 
iii 26 USC 5000A(e)(1) 
iv Health Insurance Marketplace® is a registered service mark of the Department of Health & Human Services. 

http://www.medicare.gov/
http://www.ssa.gov/
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CFR-2013-title45-vol1/pdf/CFR-2013-title45-vol1-sec155-305.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2011-title26/pdf/USCODE-2011-title26-subtitleD-chap48-sec5000A.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2011-title26/pdf/USCODE-2011-title26-subtitleD-chap48-sec5000A.pdf
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